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Observation of the Fe spin spiral structure in FeÕSm-Co exchange-spring bilayers
by Mössbauer spectroscopy
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The in-plane Fe spin spiral structure for Fe/Sm-Co(110̄0) exchange-spring magnetic bilayers was investi-
gated by57Fe conversion electron Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy during the magnetization reversal process, and
correlated with hysteresis loops measured via the longitudinal magneto-optic Kerr effect. A direct experimental
proof for a relaxed spiral angular spin distribution in the Fe layer is presented. Under negative applied fields the
interfacial Fe spins rotate by up to 40° with respect to the easy axis of the Sm-Co hard-magnet layer.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.064416 PACS number~s!: 76.80.1y, 75.70.2i, 75.60.Jk, 75.25.1z
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exchange spring behavior is due to the interfacial
change coupling of a soft magnetic phase to a hard magn
phase. The hard magnetic phase provides the system
high anisotropy and coercivity, whereas the soft magn
phase increases the saturation magnetization, resulting i
enhanced energy product of the composite two-phase sys
Due to their unusually high remanence, large energy prod
and low cost,1–4 such exchange spring nanocomposite s
tems have applications as permanent magnets. Microm
netic calculations and experimental results have shown
the intrinsic coercivity and the magnetic remanence are
early reduced by increasing the amount of the soft phas2,5

whereas the exchange couplings depend strongly on
grain size of the two phases. Therefore, nanocomposite
change spring magnets have the advantage of contro
magnetic performances via the preparation conditions.
challenge is to evolve suitable microscopic models for th
quantitative description, since these materials are com
systems. In this respect, soft/hard magnetic bilayers co
provide simple and convenient systems for both theoret
and experimental studies of the microscopic spin struc
related to exchange spring behavior.

The magnetization reversal process in a soft magn
film, ferromagnetically coupled to a hard magnetic layer w
uniaxial in-plane anisotropy, was initially studied by Go
et al.6 under the assumption that the hard layer is perfe
rigid and the soft layer has no anisotropy. For thick enou
soft layers (t>50 nm), the spins in the soft layer rema
parallel to the easy axis of the hard layer for negative
plane applied fields,Happ, less than an exchange field,Hex,
which is dependent on geometric and magnetic paramete
the soft layer~the exchange interaction, the thickness, a
the saturation magnetization!. At higher applied fields, the
spins in the soft layer exhibit continuous in-plane rotatio
as in a Bloch wall, with the rotation angle increasing w
distance from the hard layer. For a much thinner soft la
~approaching the domain-wall width in the hard layer!, the
soft layer is expected to be rigidly magnetically coupled
0163-1829/2003/68~6!/064416~7!/$20.00 68 0644
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the hard layer, switching together with it at a nucleation fie
that depends on the geometric and magnetic characteri
of both the soft and hard layers. In real systems, the
layer may have a finite anisotropy and an intermediate th
ness between the two cases described above. In such
the hysteresis loops show both an exchange field,Hex,
where the spins in the soft layer start to rotate towards
negative applied field direction, and an irreversible fie
H irr , where the hard layer switches irreversibly.7 Further the-
oretical models for describing exchange-spring layered s
tems have analyzed the spin structure of the hard/soft sys
as a one-dimensional chain of representative spins. Each
resentative spin belongs to an elementary layer, paralle
the interface, with a finite size and given depth. The chain
normal to the interface and the representative spins are
sumed to show different rotations under the influence of
negative field, depending on the layer depth. The final an
lar spin configuration is obtained by an iterative proce
based on the energy minimization procedure under the
sumption that even deeper spins in the hard layer are allo
to rotate in the film plane.7–10 According to this model, be-
tween the exchange field and the irreversible field, a sp
spin structure which extends across the whole soft-la
thickness and partially also into the hard layer is forme
Such a spin structure was observed in Ni80Fe20/Fe55Pt45 ex-
change spring bilayers via polarized neutron reflectiv
measurements.11

The present paper describes the microscopic observa
of the spin structure in the soft magnetic layer of t
Fe/Sm-Co(11̄00) exchange spring magnetic bilayer syste
during the magnetization reversal process. The spin st
ture, obtained by57Fe conversion electron Mo¨ssbauer spec
troscopy~CEMS!, is correlated with longitudinal magneto
optic Kerr effect~MOKE! data and is discussed in terms
theoretical models.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND METHODOLOGICAL DETAILS

The interfacial spin structures of magnetic atoms as w
as their local structure and symmetry can be analyzed wi
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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high depth selectivity by using57Fe CEMS, combined with
the 57Fe tracer layer technique, i.e., with isotopically e
riched57Fe probe layers~resolution limit of less than 1nm! at
the interface or at different depths.12–14 The only limitation
for a suitable study of the spin structure is that the analy
system should contain atoms with reasonably large magn
moments, giving rise to high enough magnetic hyperfi
fields,Hhf , in order to measure the line intensity ratios in t
Zeeman-split Mo¨ssbauer sextet.15

The soft/hard bilayer systems were prepared via dc m
netron sputtering onto MgO~110! single crystals, with Cr as
buffer and cap layers7,16 and in the sequence: MgO~110!/
Cr~20 nm!/Sm-Co~10 nm!/Fe~15 nm!/Cr~5 nm!. The epitax-
ial relationship for the magnetically hard Sm-Co(110̄0)
layer with nominal composition Sm2Co7 is
Sm-Co@0001#//Cr@011̄#//MgO@001#. Accordingly, a uni-
axial in-plane spin structure is expected for the hard m
netic phase, with the magnetic easy axis parallel to the h
agonal Sm-Coc axis. Two types of samples with differen
57Fe layers~enriched to 95% in57Fe) were prepared. In th
first type~sample A! the entire soft magnetic layer~15 nm! is
homogeneously enriched in57Fe, whereas in the second typ
~sample B! only a 2-nm-thick57Fe tracer layer was deposite
at the interface with the hard phase, the remainder of the
phase being natural Fe~only ;2% 57Fe isotopic abundance!.
Therefore, the Mo¨ssbauer signal of sample B originates p
dominantly from the interfacial probe layer.

Longitudinal MOKE measurements were taken us
p-polarized, 633-nm He-Ne laser light, and with the appl
field parallel to the Sm-Co easy axis. Samples A and B h
similar hysteresis loop, as shown in Fig. 1. As the result
the finite penetration of the light, the MOKE measureme
are dominated by the switching of the Fe layer. The sh
drop in the MOKE signal atHex;20.15(5) T indicates the
onset of Fe layer magnetization rotation. The MOKE sig
continues to decrease with increasing applied reversal fi
as more and more moments in the Fe layer rotate toward
field. At H irr;20.65(5) T, the Sm-Co layer switches irre
versibly.

The spin configuration in the57Fe layer during the mag
netization reversal process was investigated at room t

FIG. 1. Longitudinal MOKE hysteresis loops for sample A~ho-
mogeneous57Fe film! ~a!, and sample B (57Fe at interface! ~b!.
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perature by57Fe CEMS using a home-made He-CH4 propor-
tional counter in applied fields,Happ, up to 0.9 T for sample
A. A field of only 0.6 T could be applied for sample B due
the fairly weak Mössbauer signal and the substantial low
ing of the count rate in high fields. A Mo¨ssbauer drive sys
tem operating in constant acceleration mode combined w
conventional electronics and a57Co(Rh matrix) source of
;50 mCi activity were employed.

It is well known that the Fe spin configuration can b
analyzed starting from the intensity ratio between the sec
~or fifth! and the third~or fourth! line, R235I 2 /I 3 , of the
Zeeman-split Mo¨ssbauer sextet.15 If the hyperfine field
~which is anti-parallel to the spin direction! of an Fe atom
forms an anglec with the Mössbauerg-ray direction, then
R2354 sin2c/(11cos2c). For in-plane distributed spins ana
lyzed with incidentg radiation perpendicular to the samp
plane (c590°), the above intensity ratio is insensitive to th
in-plane spin direction (R2354). Therefore, the spin con
figuration in layered samples with in-plane Fe spins may
analyzed only in a non-perpendicular geometry, with the
diation incident at an anglef vs the sample plane@Fig. 2~a!#.
If the spin directions follow a certain angular distributio

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic geometrical arrangement of the CEM
measurement.f is 20° for sample A and 30° for sample B. Th
magnetic field is applied along the Sm-Co easy axis~the y axis !.
~b! Schematic representation of a rigid spin spiral distribution in
plane of the soft magnetic layer, with interfacial Fe spins align
parallel to the Sm-Co easy axis during the magnetization reve
process in applied negative fields lower thanH irr . Theg radiation is
perpendicular to the applied field direction.
6-2
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OBSERVATION OF THE Fe SPIN SPIRAL STRUCTURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 064416 ~2003!
P(w), in the sample plane~where w is the azimuth angle
relative to thex axis!, the intensity ratio may be expressed
the relationship17

R2354E
0

2p 12cos2 f cos2 w

11cos2 f cos2 w
P~w!dw

with E
0

2p

P~w!dw51. ~1!

The above intensity ratio can be theoretically evaluated
different model spin distributions,P(w), as a function of the
distribution parameters and the relative orientation,f, be-
tween the sample and the radiation. The distribution par
eters are evaluated by equating the theoretical expres
given by Eq.~1! to the experimental intensity ratioR23, for
a number of experimental spectra which must be at le
equal to the number of the distribution parameters.17

The two samples were initially magnetized to saturat
in an applied field of 1.5 T parallel to the direction of th
Sm-Co easy axis. Subsequently, the CEMS measurem
were performed with theg radiation perpendicular to
the applied magnetic field@Sm-Co easy axis//Happ//y axis,
Fig. 2~b!# and incident under an anglef of 20°65° onto
sample A. In order to increase the count rate, the incide
angle f of the g radiation on sample B was increased
30°65°. The spectra were sequentially acquired start
with the highest positive field value~the applied field point-
ing in the same sense as the saturation field! and then de-
creasing the field stepwise to zero. Subsequently, the
was again sequentially increased, but in the opposite s
~negative applied field direction!. In order to find the out-of-
plane spin component in the Fe soft magnetic layer, ad
tional measurements on both samples were performed in
pendicular geometry (f590°).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Perpendicular g-ray incidence

The Mössbauer spectra of the two samples taken in p
pendicular geometry (f590°) and in zero applied field ar
presented in Fig. 3. The Mo¨ssbauer pattern of sample A wa
fitted with a Lorentzian sextet, showing a narrow linewid
~full width at half maximum! of 0.34~1! mm/s, negligible
isomer shift and quadrupole splitting, and a hyperfine m
netic field of 33.2~1! T typical for bcc-Fe. For sample B, th
broader and asymmetrical six-line magnetic pattern could
suitably fitted only by using two Lorentzian sextets, wi
linewidths of 0.34~1! mm/s, negligible isomer shifts an
quadrupole splittings, and hyperfine magnetic fields
33.1~1! T and 35.3~1! T, respectively. By correlating the
measured relative spectral areas of the two sextets of sa
B ~66% and 33%, respectively! with the respective hyperfine
field values, we conclude that the outer sextet~enhanced hy-
perfine field of 35.3 T! belongs to a 0.7-nm-thick interfacia
Fe-rich bcc alloy containing Co impurities from the Sm-C
underlayer, whereas the inner sextet~with a lower hyperfine
field of 33.1 T! is assigned to the bulklike bcc-Fe sites in t
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residual 1.3-nm-thick57Fe probe layer. TheR23 values of
samples A and B obtained in perpendicular geometryf
590°) in different applied fields were always equal
4.0~1!, demonstrating in-plane orientation of the Fe sp
during the magnetization reversal process.

B. Inclined g-ray incidence: homogeneous57Fe film

Typical Mössbauer spectra of sample A, taken under
angle of incidence off520° and in different applied fields
are presented in Fig. 4~a!. It is observed that the spectr
exhibit a remarkable variation of theR23 intensity ratio vs
Happ. The applied field dependence of the experimentalR23
ratio of sample A is plotted in Fig. 5~a!. Accordingly, the
intensity ratio decreases from nearly 4 at the highest posi
field, Happ50.90 T, down to a minimum value of 1.50~11! at
a critical negative field of20.33(5) T, and then increase
again at higher negative fields.

In agreement with a spiral Fe spin structure, where
in-plane rotation anglew of the spins in the Fe layer in
creases linearly with the distance from the hard layer,
assume that, in the overall soft magnetic layer, the in-pl
angular spin distribution~if projected onto the film plane! is
of step-shape type~or fanlike!, i.e., the Fe spins are uni
formly distributed inside a field dependent aperture,Dw @Fig.
2~b!#. The mathematical expression of this angular distrib
tion is P(w)5P0 for w0,w,w01Dw and P(w)50 in the

FIG. 3. Room temperature CEM spectra of samples A and
taken in a perpendicular geometry (f590°) and a zero applied
field.
6-3
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FIG. 4. ~a! Room temperature CEM spectra of sample A, tak
with the g radiation under an angle of incidencef of 20° and in
different applied fields.~b! Room temperature CEM spectra o
sample B, taken with theg radiation under an angle of incidencef
of 30° and in different applied fields.
06441
rest of the 2p interval, with Dw dependent onHapp. Theo-
retically, theR23 intensity ratio can be obtained in this ap
proximation by employing Eq.~1!.

Two peculiarities have to be mentioned for our system
~i! for our chosen geometry@Fig. 2~b!#, the g radiation is
incident onto the sample plane perpendicular to the direc
of the applied magnetic field and, hence, to the Sm-Co e
axis (y axis!, and~ii ! the 57Fe conversion electrons carryin
the information about the Fe spin direction at differe
depths will escape at the sample surface with different pr
abilities ~or weights! from different depths and contribute t
the overall Mössbauer pattern accordingly. Connected w
item ~i! it is more convenient to describe the in-plane Fe s
direction at different depths of the soft layer by taking t
direction of the Sm-Co easy axis, i.e., they axis in Fig. 2~a!,
as a reference. Therefore, we express Eq.~1! further by the
new in-plane angleu with respect to they axis, defined by
u5p/22w. Concerning item~ii !, the spin angular probabil
ity at different depths should be modulated with the tra
mission weight function of the conversion electrons,Tt(z),
which gives the relative number of electrons starting from

FIG. 5. ~a! Experimental intensity ratioR23 vs the applied field,
obtained from least-square fitting the CEM spectra of sample A.~b!
Experimental intensity ratioR23 and interfacial Fe spin orientation
u0 , vs the applied field, obtained from least-square fitting the CE
spectra of sample B. The theoretical intensity ratio calculated fr
Eq. ~3! for a unidirectional angular spin distribution is shown in th
inset.
6-4
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OBSERVATION OF THE Fe SPIN SPIRAL STRUCTURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 064416 ~2003!
given depthz and escaping at the material surface with
possible energies and in all directions.18 The transmission
weight functions may be obtained by the integration over
the escaping energies of the partial weight functio
T(z,E), giving the probability that electrons generated a
depthz in the material escape at the surface in all the p
sible directions with a certain energy,E. Here, the 57Fe
K-conversion electrons of 7.3 keV in energy are releva
From Monte Carlo simulations, Liljequistet al.18 obtained
theK conversion electron transmission weight functions c
responding to different depths.19An almost linear decrease o
Tt(z) vs z was obtained for depths lower than 30 nm, with
slope approaching22.7/r B , with r B the Bethe range of K
electrons. Taking into account thatr B'320 nm in metallic
Fe, a value of about 0.008 nm21 may be deduced for this
slope, andTt(z)'120.008z. Because the density of Cr an
Fe are close, we assume that the same expression forTt(z),
in both the 15-nm soft magnetic layer as well as the Cr
layer, is valid. Consequently,Tt(z) for the present system
~sample A! will increase linearly with depthz from a value
of about 0.6 at 20 nm~the depth of the Fe/Sm-Co interfac!
up to a value of about 0.74 at 5 nm~the depth of the uppe
part of the Fe layer!. In agreement with the spiral spin dis
tribution model for the Fe spins in the soft magnetic layer
is assumed that in a negative applied field the Fe spins a
Fe/Sm-Co interface are oriented at an in-plane angleu0 rela-
tive to the Sm-Co easy axis (y axis!, and that the angula
deviation increases linearly with the distance from the int
face up to an in-plane angleu01Du, at the upper boundary
of the Fe layer. Based on items~i! and ~ii ! above, Eq.~1!
may be expressed as:

R235
4

0.67•Du Eu0

u01Du 12cos2 f sin2 u

11cos2 f sin2 u

3S 0.601
0.14•~u2u0!

Du Ddu. ~2!

From Eq.~2! R23 can be calculated for different apertur
of the spiral,Du, and starting angles,u0 . Typical results
obtained by the numerical integration of Eq.~2! are pre-
sented in Fig. 6. It is worth mentioning that for the thickne
of our samples, the depth dependence of the weight func
Tt(z), induces only minor variations of theR23 intensity ra-
tio ~less than 0.11!, generally lower than the statistical or th
experimental errors.

In the first step, the analysis of the spin structure in the
layer of sample A was carried out under the assumption
during the magnetization reversal process, the interfacia
spins remain aligned along the direction of the Sm-Co e
axis (u050°) up to the critical switching field~rigid spin
spiral model!. The geometry of the spin structure is sketch
in Fig. 2~b!. In order to find the spiral apertureDu, corre-
sponding to different applied fields, the experimental inte
sity ratios R23 presented in Fig. 5~a! should fit the upper
curve~full squares! in Fig. 6, corresponding tou050°. One
can see that the spin apertureDu would continuously in-
06441
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crease up to 180°, which~within the rigid spin spiral model!
leads to a theoreticalR23 value of 1.8. According to Fig. 5~a!,
this value is reached at an applied field of about20.60 T.
Physically, at higher negative fields, the spins should be
to respond more along the negative field direction, result
in a decreasing aperture vs the applied field. Taking i
account the symmetrical evolution of the intensity ratio p
sented in Fig. 6@due to the 180° periodicity of the integral i
Eq. ~2!#, a decreaseof the intensity ratio is expected at som
negative fields higher than 0.60 T. By contrast, the exp
mental ratio in Fig. 5~a! shows a continuousincreasefor
negative fields higher than 0.60 T. Therefore, we conclu
that the interfacial Fe spins are not rigidly pinned along
Sm-Co easy axis.

C. Inclined g-ray incidence: interfacial 57Fe layer

In order to obtain direct experimental information on t
orientation of the interfacial Fe spins~which is expressed by
the angleu0) we proceeded to study the magnetization
versal process in sample B by CEMS. Typical Mo¨ssbauer
spectra taken in different in-plane applied fields and with
radiation incident atf530°, are presented in Fig. 4~b!. The
spectra were fitted with two sextets with Lorentzian li
shapes~as mentioned above for perpendicular geomet!
with similar intensity ratiosR23 for both sextets. The evolu
tion of the intensity ratioR23 vs the applied field is shown in
Fig. 5~b!. Since the Mo¨ssbauer signal originates mainly from
the very thin 2-nm57Fe layer at the interface, a unidirec
tional spin distribution withP(u)5C1d(u2u0) can be as-
sumed for this layer. Moreover, the weight functionTt(z)
becomes constant and, therefore, the intensity ratio can
simply expressed as

R23543
12cos2 f sin2 u0

11cos2 f sin2 u0
. ~3!

FIG. 6. Calculated intensity ratiosR23 for sample A as a func-
tion of the angular Fe-spin distribution apertureDu, obtained by
numerical integration of Eq.~2! with uo as a parameter. Some typ
cal experimental data points and their corresponding applied fi
values are indicated by large circles~for positive fields and negative
fields ,0.25 T) and by ellipses~for negative fields>0.30 T) as
examples. The experimentalR23 values coincide with the theoretica
dependencies within the shown circles or ellipses.
6-5
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This theoretical dependence of the intensity ratio vs an
u0 is shown in the inset of Fig. 5~b!. In Fig. 5~b! we also
present the orientationu0 of the interfacial Fe spins relativ
to the Sm-Co easy axis vsHapp during the magnetization
reversal process, as obtained by equating the experime
intensity ratioR23 @shown in the same Fig. 5~b!# to the the-
oretical dependence expressed by Eq.~3!. It is observed that
at negative applied fields of about 0.15 T the interfacial
spins begin a sharp rotation, and a maximum value of 40
reached at about20.40 T. It is worth mentioning that ove
this field interval the intensity ratioR23 in sample A@Fig.
5~a!# shows only a small variation of 0.2–0.3 around t
minimum value of 1.50~11!. At negative fields higher than
0.40 T, but lower than the experimental limit of 0.60T
(H irr,20.60 T), the interfacial Fe spins make a const
angle of 40° with the Sm-Co easy axis@Fig. 5~b!#.

Once the direction of the interfacial Fe spins,u0 , is
known @Fig. 5~b!#, the spiral apertureDu in the overall soft
magnetic layer~sample A! may be graphically estimate
from the theoretical dependencies in Fig. 6 and the exp
mentalR23 results shown in Fig. 5~a!. In this respect, for a
given field, the apertureDu is obtained from the experimen
tal ratio R23 by using the theoretical curve in Fig. 6 whic
was calculated for the interfacial orientationu0 , assigned to
the same field asR23. This procedure works properly for a
positive fields as well for negative fields lower than 0.25
~see large circles in Fig. 6 as examples!. At a field around
20.30 T, a minimum intensity ratioR23

expt(min) of '1.50 is
observed experimentally for the overall soft magnetic la
@Fig. 5~a!#, simultaneously with an interfacial spin orient
tion with an angleu0'30° @Fig. 5~b!#. Therefore, the spira
apertureDu has to correspond to the minimumR23

theor(min) of
the theoreticalR23 curve evaluated foru0530°, and, accord-
ing to Fig. 6, its value isDu'90°. However, the theoretica
valueR23

theor(min) of this minimum is about 0.60 lower tha
the experimental minimumR23

expt(min) of 1.50~15! @Fig. 5~a!#.
Such a difference between the theoretical and experime
R23 values may be related to the fact that our approximat
of a linear relationship betweenu andz is not valid at nega-
tive fields higher than 0.25 T. We assume that this differe
of about10.6 is a systematic deviation between experim
and our calculation and applies also at negative fields la
than 0.3 T. Therefore, as an approximation for negative fie
higher than 0.38 T, where the interfacial spins are orien
underu0540° @Fig. 5~b!#, the aperturesDu were obtained
from that ordinate of the calculatedR23(40°;Du) curve ~as-
terisks in Fig. 6! which is equal to the theoretical minimum
R23

theor(min) plus the incrementR232R23
expt(min) of the experi-

mental intensity ratioR23 from its own minimumR23
expt(min).

~The corrected experimental ordinateR23
corr is obtained by

subtracting a value of 0.6 from the experimental intens
ratio R23). The vertical axes of the ellipses in Fig. 6 show t
differences between the experimental intensity ratios and
theoretical estimations at some selected negative field va
larger than 0.25 T.

The evolution of the assumed step-shape type distribu
parametersu0 and Du ~which describe the in-plane projec
tion of the Fe spin spiral! vs the applied magnetic field i
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shown in Fig. 7. One can observe that during the reve
process both, the aperture of the distribution and the de
tion of the interfacial Fe spins from the Sm-Co easy axis,
increasing for higher negative fields, with a maximum inc
ment per field unit at about20.30 T. This is the same ap
plied field where the magnetization in the hysteresis lo
~Fig. 1! exhibits a maximum variation vs. the field. A sch
matic illustration of the Fe spin spiral structure at an appl
field of 20.58 T is shown in Fig. 8.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Two types of samples of Fe/Sm-Co(110̄0) exchange-
spring magnetic bilayers with different57Fe tracer layers
were investigated by longitudinal MOKE and57Fe CEMS in
applied magnetic fields. The in-plane spin structure in the
soft magnetic layer and at the Fe/Sm-Co interface during
magnetization reversal process was inferred from the ev
tion of theR23 intensity ratio in the Mo¨ssbauer sextets as
function of the applied field. The spin structure in the s
magnetic layer was determined under the assumption
linear dependence between the spin orientation in an elem

FIG. 7. Interfacial Fe spin orientationu0 and angular Fe-spin
distribution apertureDu in the Fe layer vs the applied field.

FIG. 8. Schematic illustration of the Fe spin spiral structure
a negative applied field of 0.58 T.
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tary layer and the layer depth, in agreement with a unifo
spin spiral model. Both the direction of interfacial Fe spi
and the spiral aperture in the Fe layer were found to incre
with the negative field. For negative fields lower than t
irreversible switching fieldH irr , the deviation of the interfa-
cial Fe spin direction from the Sm-Co easy axis reache
maximum of 40°, whereas the spin aperture in the Fe la
reaches 140°. These results agree qualitatively with ea
numerical calculations.7 However, contrary to the theoretica
models, it is experimentally proven that for negative appl
fields lower thanH irr , the interfacial Fe spin rotation i
blocked at a certain field, while the variation of the over
magnetization is related only to a change of the angular
erture of the Fe spin distribution. In order to measure
depth dependence of the angular Fe spin distribution in
tail, thin 57Fe probe layers need to be placed at differ
depths in the natural Fe layer.
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